Pure micon – click-and-go fitting to the miniReceiver 2.0.

Pure micon is compatible with Siemens’ second generation of receiver technology – miniReceiver 2.0 – the smallest in the industry. All four miniReceiver options can be utilized: S, M, P and HP. This allows fitting for a very wide range of hearing losses in such a small device, and allows the pureMicon hearing aid to be adjusted in a variety of ways to provide customized relief for up to moderately severe hearing losses.

The improved tinnitus noiser of Pure micon is providing customized relief in any situation. 20 bands – this customized masking signal can be shaped of the noise signal be configured in up to 20 bands – this customized masking signal can be customized by the user. The time-tested Click Domes™ and Click Molds™ remain unchanged from the last generation and can be used conveniently to operate the miniTek via the new miniTek Remote App, available in the Google Play Market. VoiceLink™ connects to miniTek™ and is a practical aid for conversation in noise.

Pure micon follows all trends. Whenever your customer changes their preferences, you can offer customers the best match for their preferences. Functionality meets discretion.

Earpiece and easyPocket
- The earpiece is comfortable and discreet. The size of the earpiece is extremely small allowing the佩戴者 to adapt the earpiece to their individual needs.
- The eCharger powers and protects the hearing instruments. After a power failure, the eCharger ensures that the batteries remain charged.
- The drying function prevents moisture damage, ensuring long-term reliability.
- The eCharger can be used conveniently to operate the miniTek via the new miniTek Remote App, available in the Google Play Market. VoiceLink™ connects to miniTek™ and is a practical aid for conversation in noise.

Pure micon – personalized control and design options
- The miniReceiver 2.0 generation and its accessories come with a click-and-go fitting system. This makes the fit for your customer easy, fast and time-saving.
- The eCharger can be used conveniently to operate the miniTek via the new miniTek Remote App, available in the Google Play Market. VoiceLink™ connects to miniTek™ and is a practical aid for conversation in noise.
- The miniReceiver 2.0 generation and its accessories come with a click-and-go fitting system. This makes the fit for your customer easy, fast and time-saving.

Personalized tinnitus control

The miniReceiver 2.0 generation and its accessories come with a click-and-go fitting system. This makes the fit for your customer easy, fast and time-saving.

Power options with the miniReceiver 2.0

• 312 standard or rechargeable battery
• Enhanced tinnitus noiser option
• Programmable and exchangeable user controls
• Size 312 standard or rechargeable battery
• Programmable and exchangeable user controls
• Size 312 standard or rechargeable battery
• Programmable and exchangeable user controls
• Size 312 standard or rechargeable battery
• Programmable and exchangeable user controls

Pure micon – click-and-go fitting to the miniReceiver 2.0.
Creating the balance: BestSound Technology

Because the future belongs to Soundability.

Equipped with micon™, the new platform behind BestSound™ Technology, Pure micon™ offers outstanding sound comfort in a discreet design. As the most fully featured product in its class, it unifies all key features in a tiny, virtually invisible shell. Its design makes Pure micon exceptionally rugged and reliable – while offering the best in audiological performance. The flexible hearing solution covers practically all levels of hearing loss, allowing wearers to enjoy taking an active part in their world. Pure micon is now also available in the 3mi performance level.

micon is the new platform behind BestSound Technology. Its three key features combine to provide the perfect balance between Sound Quality and effective Audibility. We call this state of equilibrium Soundability™. The result: maximum spontaneous acceptance, long-term listening satisfaction and a natural sound experience that fits the individual’s needs.

miSound

This technology is so transparent that the wearer can forget that they are hearing through a hearing instrument. New micon fit fitting formula, enhanced feedback cancellation and bandwidth extension offer the most natural comfortable sound experience.

miFocus

This new 48-channel TwinMic System™ makes hearing effortless again. Directional microphones, improved localized noise suppression, higher frequency resolution and optional frequency compression for appropriate hearing losses after more speech intelligibility, noise reduction, in the most difficult environments.

miGuide

This powerful engine offers the wearer customized sound with automatic situation detection, an intelligent gain control that balances sound performance, and automatic gain adjustments, which increase the gain over time to compensate for the effects of auditory deprivation. With Conexx™, frequency shaping for the detected situations can be manually adjusted.

Pure micon

Siemens researchers won the “Deutscher Zukunftspreis 2012” (German Future Award) for the development of its binaural hearing system. Pure micon offers this technical innovation for improved spatial perception with its e2e wireless™ 2.0 technology.

Soundability – the ideal equilibrium for personalized perfection.
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